
Hanks
solution
for
tissue culture
in a new,
practical
and
convenient
form

The problem of making stable, precipitate free, stock solutions
of this buffer for tissue culture has been overcome. Now it is a
simple matter to make up a ten times concentrate, which can
be autoclaved, from Oxoid Dehydrated Hanks solution in the
new twin sachet presentation.

WEIGHING ELIMINATED
One package contains two sachets, A and B. Each makes a
stable stock solution which, when mixed together and diluted,
will yield 10 litres of working strength buffer. This is by far the
most economic way of purchasing the medium.

BUFFERED BICARBONATE SOLUTION, BR 26
Made specifically for use with Hanks solution, this sterile
solution has been buffered with carbon dioxide to a pH of
6.9-7.0. It is thus ready for use. Simply pour the contents of
one 25 m. bottle into each litre of Hanks solution.

For samples, information and a manual containing
details of the Oxoid range, apply to:
OXOID LIMITED,Southwark Bridge Road, London S.E.1

OXOID for progressive laboratories
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this book points the way to increasingly effective measures. Sixty-one
articles are included under the following subjects: National Programs:
Achievements and Problems—Organization and Administration of Pro-
grams—Contraceptive Methods: Programmatic Implications—Research
and Evaluation—Summary: Implications and Major Themes of the
Conference.

864 pages, illustrated $12.50
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